ROYAL RED NORWAY MAPLE

Hardy purple-leaf maple holds its rich
color well throughout the season. Stunning corymbs of lemon yellow flowers
emerge in spring before leaf set.
HxS 40’x25’

Zones 4-7

LITTLE MISSY BOXWOOD

Little Missy has small leaves, a rounded,
dense habit, and glossy, dark green
foliage. Dwarf variety is a great
substitute for Suffruticosa. Excellent
resistance to boxwood blight.
HxS 30”x42”		
Zones 5-9

SPARKLING WINE™ REDBUD

A more compact version of Redbud.
Lavender flowers cover the stems and
branches in spring, followed by
burgundy heart-shaped foliage that
matures to a glossy green.
HxS 15’x15’
		
Zones 5-9
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VELVETEENY™ DWARF RED
SMOKE BUSH

A dwarf form of Royal Purple Smokebush. ‘Teeny’ burgundy foliage covers
this multi-stemmed deciduous bush.
Develops large plumes of pinkish-gray
blooms in summer. Drought tolerant.
HxS 4’x4’		
Zones 4-8

FIRST EDITIONS® FRENCH CABARET™
BLUSH ROSE OF SHARON

Blooms profusely from July to October
with double flowers in large pompoms.
Compact in size, heat tolerant and easyto-grow in the landscape. Sterile variety
produces no seed.
HxS 7’x6’		
Zones 5-8

FIRE LIGHT TIDBIT® HYDRANGEA

Fire Light Tidbit® blooms on new wood;
flowers open white before transitioning
to bubblegum pink and dark red later in
the season. This later-blooming variety
extends the hydrangea season. Thrives
in full sun and part shade.
HxS 3’x3’		
Zones 3-8

LIMELIGHT PRIME® HYDRANGEA

LITTLE LIME PUNCH™

SNOW QUEEN OAKLEAF
HYDRANGEA

SNOWFLAKE OAKLEAF
HYDRANGEA

A new and improved version of
Limelight, Prime offers a smaller,
denser habit as well as earlier bloom
time on sturdy stems that won’t flop
over.
HxS 6’x4’
Zones 3-8

Flowers mature from the bottom up in
an array of white, light pink, and
Hawaiian Punch red! Compact habit
and strong stems.
HxS 5’x5’		
Zones 3-8

Unique, oakleaf shaped foliage turns a
deep red in fall. Brilliant white blooms
on upright panicles. Its larger size
makes it ideal as a hedge or border.
HxS 6’x6’
		
Zones 5-8

Deeply lobed, green foliage turns crimson in fall. Huge 12” panicles have tons
of small, bright white, snowflake-like
blooms that open all season long.
HxS 6’x6’
		
Zones 5-9

STONEHENGE™ YEW

HILL’S YEW

FLUFFY® WESTERN RED CEDAR

BLACK DRAGON JAPANESE
WISTERIA

A thinner, faster-growing ‘Hicksii’.
Perfect for hedging or foundation
plantings where a narrow habit works
best. Doesn’t need pruning, shearing,
or show signs of winter burn.
HxS 8’x4’		
Zones 4-7

HYDRANGEA

Hillii grows in a neat upright habit. One
of the hardier Taxus, it stands up well to
cold exposure. Male variety that bears
no fruit. Takes pruning well.
HxS 10’x6’		

Zones 4-7

Soft, bold foliage that emerges yellow
and gives the plant a halo-like effect in
the landscape. Color persists even in
winter. Grows naturally in a
pyramidal shape.
HxS 8’x5’
		
Zones 5-8

Black Dragon produces fragrant,
double blooming racemes that can grow
up to 18”. This variety is a fast growing,
prolific bloomer that loves the sun.
HxS:indeterminate
Zones 5-9

